verbs are in the main "verbs of becoming" such as come, get, go, grow, turn, prove and some copular phrasal verbs end up, turn out, and wind up.
So far, there is no general agreement as to the form and function of the element following copular verbs. But it is commonly agreed that adjective phrase, noun phrase, pronoun, prepositional phrase, adverb and obligatory adverbials are popular elements after copular verbs.
Research Design
By adopting corpus-based approach in this research, we aim to probe into the use of copular verbs in Chinese The learner corpus used in this research is the College Learner English Corpus (COLEC), the sub-corpus of the Chinese Learner English Corpus (CLEC). LOCNESS, the control corpus in this research, is the abbreviation of the Louvain Corpus of Native English Essays, a sub-corpus of the
International Corpus of Learner English (ICLE).
With the aid of Wordsmith, the researchers search copular verbs one by one in the two corpora respectively, and get the frequencies and the textual information. What should be noted is that the inflectional forms of each copular verb are also counted. After the retrieval of each copular verb, delete those concordance lines in which the search word does not function as copular verb according to the identification criteria of the copular construction. For example, be is used as the auxiliary or feel is used as a transitive verb or feeling as a noun, etc.. Then label each concordance line to differentiate different complement after each search word and Wordsmith helps to resort them and the raw frequencies can be provided. Since the sizes of the two corpora used are different, all the frequencies are computed into normalized frequencies (occurrences per 500,000 words) in order to arrive at comparable frequencies across corpora of different size. The last step is data processing and analysis. By comparing the frequencies and analyzing the textual use of copular verbs, the researchers try to discover the differences in using copular verbs between Chinese college English learners and native speakers.
Results and Discussion
In the overall frequencies, there is difference in the use of copular verbs between Chinese college English learners and native speakers. The former use less copular verbs than the latter (15,068<22,411; 3.01%<4.48%). Native English speakers use 1.47% more copular verbs than Chinese English learners (Table 1) . But from this data, the researchers cannot definitely conclude that Chinese English learners use fewer copular verbs than native speakers because they do not know whether the overall frequency of copular verbs in the COLEC is significantly different from that in the LOCNESS. So a Chi-square test significance test was employed (Table 2 and Table 3 ).
The result of Chi-square Test for the overall frequencies of copular verbs in the two corpora in Table 4 shows the P value lower than 0.05( < 0.05 ), which means there is a significant difference between Chinese English learners and native speakers in the overall frequencies of copular verbs used in their written matters. Hence the researchers concluded that there is a general tendency of under using copular verbs in Chinese English learners' written matters.
As far as the individual copular verbs are concerned, overuse and underuse co-exist ( turn, there is no difference at all, because it has the same occurrence in the two corpora. As for smell which does not appear in LOCNESS at all, appear, end up and wind up which have no occurrence in COLEC will not be compared in this study. Therefore, a conclusion can be drawn that there is a general trend of under using of copular verbs by
Chinese school children learning English compared with the native speakers.
Generally speaking, there are both similarity and difference in the selection tendency between Chinese students learning English and native English speakers (Table 5) . First of all, copula be is overwhelmingly the most frequently used in the two corpora since the percentage of copula be among the overall frequencies of all the copular verbs studied here is 90.73% in the COLEC and 88.17% in the LOCNESS. Secondly, the five most frequently used copular It has been known to us from Table 5 that Table   6 and Table 7 For some expressions like "This idea sounds / is good", "He grows old", "You are high, but he is short", "He is / seems / appears angry", "The milk went sour", there is no copula verb used in Chinese: "zhe zhu yi bu cuo", "ta lao le", "ni gao ta ai", "ta sheng qi le", "niu nai suan le". 
